Call For Papers
The 11th IEEE International Conference on Consumer Electronics – Taiwan

Important Dates
- Deadline of 2-Page Paper: February 8, 2024
- Notification of Acceptance: April 1, 2024
- Deadline of 2-Page Final Paper: April 15, 2024
- Deadline of Early Bird Registration: May 1, 2024

Core Topics
AVS Audio/Video Systems and Signal Processing
CCN Consumer Communications Networks and Connectivity
CEA Automotive CE Applications
CSH Consumer Systems for Healthcare and Wellbeing
CPE Consumer Power and Energy
ENT Entertainment and Gaming
HMI Human-Machine Interaction and User Experience
IOT Internet of Things, Internet of Everywhere, and Edge Computing
MDA Machine Learning, Deep Learning and AI in CE
MDT Smartphone and Mobile Device Technologies
SEA Sensors and Actuators
SMC Application-Specific CE for Smart Cities
SPC Security and Privacy of CE Hardware and Software Systems
VAM Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality and Metaverse
QCT Quantum in Consumer Technology
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